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STABILO Trio Thick Multicolour 12 pc(s)

Brand : STABILO Product code: 203/12-01

Product name : Trio Thick

- Wooden colored pencil with ergonomic, childoriented triangular design
- Available in long and short designs
- Lead diameter 4.2 mm
- Rich color application
- Thick pencil shape is particularly suitable for younger children
- Rich colors generate enthusiasm for drawing from a young age
Trio thick, 12 pcs

STABILO Trio Thick Multicolour 12 pc(s):

Young children who do a lot of coloring in either at kindergarten or school.
STABILO Trio Thick. Quantity per pack: 12 pc(s), Writing colours: Multicolour, Recommended age group:
Child. Package width: 12 mm, Package height: 215 mm, Package depth: 117 mm

Features

Writing colours Multicolour
Quantity per pack * 12 pc(s)
Recommended age group Child
Recommended gender Boy/Girl
Material Wood
Product colour Multicolour
Lead diameter 4.2 mm
Country of origin Czech Republic
Easy to handle

Packaging data

Package width 12 mm
Package height 215 mm
Package depth 117 mm
Package weight 104 g

Technical details

Sustainability certificates CE

Logistics data

Customs product code (TARIC) 96091090
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